Brinklow Quarry, Rugby, Warwickshire

Figure 7-5: Operational Mitigation

- **Domino boxes** (indicative locations only)
- **Bat boxes** (indicative locations only)
- **Bird boxes** (indicative locations only)
- **Hibernacula**

**Protect and retain trees with bat roost potential**

- Soft fall tree with medium bat roost potential where emergence surveys have been undertaken and no roosts observed

- Undertake emergency survey of tree with low bat roost potential prior to removal

**Protect and enhance retained hedgerows**

- Undertake emergency surveys of buildings with bat roost potential prior to removal

**Retain at least one sand martin nest site until an artificial nest site is provided during restoration**

**Retain waterbodies and buffer ponds within the site by 10 m**

- Retain and buffer hedgerows with domino nests by 10 m

**40 m buffer to minimise pollution to Woodhill Spinney and Verge (Ecosse)**

**Retain woodland strips and scrub across site (where possible)**

**No quarry workings proposed, location of grass snake observations**
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